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Introduction

⚫ We analysed the data from R3B, which is located in GSI, a large-scale accelerator facility for 

heavy ions, in Darmstadt, Germany;

Main Subjects:

⚫ The setup of the whole experiment;

⚫ The tools we used to analyse the data;

⚫ The graphs we obtained;

⚫ The conclusions.
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Software tool: root

⚫ Each .root file from the experiment contains a root Tree with a number of events.

⚫ A specific event consists of a set of measured values related to each detector in the whole

experimental setup.
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Cutting histograms in root⚫ Identifying different elements and isotopes;

⚫ Using cuts to isolate different isotopes;

⚫ A cut filters any selected events, independently of the represented variables, despite the 

fact that it looks like a simple graphical cut.

⚫ Thus, a chosen cut can then be applied to any histogram of any variable/s.



Energy selection
⚫ As the beam travels, it loses and deposits energy in many detectors.

⚫ This deposited energy is measured, and can be used to reconstruct the mass 
spectrum of the isotopes, providing a way to better clean the signals of each 
isotope.



Angle analysis

⚫ The variables directly measured

by the detectors in the experiment

only provide Cartesian

coordinates for the spatial

positions of the isotope beam;

⚫ As such, it is necessary to 

manipulate the available variables

to obtain other useful spatial

variables, such as the angles of

incidence and deflection of the

beam;









Conclusion
⚫ We learnt how to use root and developed a lot of programming skills 

(save_cut.root);

⚫ Analyses structure of a large-scale experiment with great number of 

detectors and variables and how to obtain useful information from it;

⚫ It’s still a work in progress.






